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Coaching 2.0

Shift the Focus to Collaborative Teams

“By changing the focus from fixing teachers to improving student
learning, the coaching paradigm can take on new meaning for us all.”
-Diane Sweeny, (2011, p. 23)
Diane Sweeny suggests most coaching models have
“been more about ‘fixing’ a teacher’s deficiencies and
less about cultivating learning.” She continues, “We
have found this approach doesn’t take us very far and
only serves to divide a school culture into those who
are ‘doing it’ and those who aren’t.” (2011, p. 179) We
agree with Sweeny’s assessment and believe it’s time to
shift the focus of our traditional coaching models.

rather than on changing or fixing teachers, a coach can
navigate directly towards a measurable impact and increased student achievement.” This subtle but powerful
shift in focus from teaching to learning is closely aligned
with one of the most important tenets of Professional
Learning Communities; the belief that learning, not
teaching, is the fundamental purpose of a school.
“A well designed and supported coaching
program weds core elements of effective professional development with the essential goals
of professional learning communities in ways
that advance both school and systemic improvement.” -Nuefeld and Roper, (2003)

There is nearly universal agreement coaching promotes the improvement of an individual teacher’s instructional practice. We acknowledge teachers benefit
from intensive support and agree that providing oneon-one coaching has been an effective way to differentiate support. Just as widely accepted is the notion
that working collaboratively is more effective than
working in isolation. In education, we have reached
agreement on the fact that collaboration is not an
optional activity—it is expected. Thus, if schools are
to continue improving, they must begin to transition from our current practice of coaching individual
teachers on a discreet set of instructional strategies,
skills or curricula to an alternative vision of coaching
collaborative teams around the implementation of
proven practices that impact student learning.

Many school districts have invested heavily in and
found success with a variety of instructional coaching
models. The content of these coaching cycles is typically based on a teacher’s request or feedback from
a coach or evaluator. Traditional coaching models
are teaching-centric, built around individuals, and
focused on a specific set of skills or curricula. Our
current models tend to be tactically oriented and rely
heavily on the perceptions of teachers and coaches as
the measure of effectiveness.

Sweeny recommends schools begin this transition, “By
focusing coaching on specific goals for student learning,

Some school districts have been successful using
coaching models that embrace a more calibrated and
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systemic view of best practice. While these models
continue to focus on individuals, they furnish teachers
with a continuum to track growth and progress and
the coaching occurs with an eye toward moving teachers from one level of expertise to the next. Coaches
still provide support based upon a teacher’s needs and
while these models offer more consistent measures of
effectiveness, the coaching is still delivered to individual
teachers working separate and apart from colleagues
who teach the same class, course or grade level.
A few highly successful schools and districts are exploring models that emphasize coaching collaborative
teams. This approach incorporates a rubric or continuum to define the specific practices teams must engage in
to improve teaching and learning. Teachers continue to
be involved in selecting the content coaches will work
on, but the topics reflect the consensus of the team and
the coaching is delivered collectively to teachers in their
teams. In contrast to traditional coaching models, team
orientated coaching is learning-centric, grounded in collaborative team structures, and supported by a proven
model of school improvement (PLCs). This approach
to coaching is strategically oriented and measures of
effectiveness are based on the results of valid and reliable
assessments of student learning.
The kind of coaching advocated here supports the
PLC process by building the capacity of collaborative
teacher teams to improve student learning. When
working with teams, coaches can support several
important aspects of PLCs including:
1. A more consistent alignment of what teachers
should teach; coaching teams can further the development of a guaranteed and viable curriculum.
2. The transparent sharing of data from common assessments; coaching teams can promote reflection
around the impact of teachers’ instructional practice.
3. The creation of high quality intervention programs; coaching teams can generate a sense of
shared responsibility for student success.
4. A lasting commitment to high levels of learning
for all: coaching teams can facilitate the creation of
opportunities for extension and enrichment.
From a practical perspective, an instructional coach
who is focused on individuals cannot support as many
teachers as one focused on teams. When the emphasis
is on coaching teams, coaches can actually enhance a
building’s collaborative culture by delivering a set of
shared experiences focused on common instructional
strategies designed to generate very specific learning outcomes to an entire team at the same time. If
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nothing else, coaching teams is a more efficient way to
approach the school improvement process.
“It [coaching] must be collaborative, involving a sharing of knowledge among educators
and a focus on teachers’ community of practice
rather than on individual teachers.” -Neufeld
and Roper, (2003)
If our current coaching models targeted at improving
the instructional practice of individual teachers are
considered “best practice,” then coaching models focused on increasing the productivity of collaborative
teams represents “next practice.” The most effective
principals will begin to shift their school’s coaching
efforts from individuals to teams and in doing so, will
amplify the positive effects coaching and collaboration have on teaching and learning.
Shifting the focus from coaching individuals to
coaching teams does not mean districts must abandon their traditional instructional coaching models.
The answer is not coaching individual teachers or
coaching collaborative teams (it’s not an either/or
proposition), but the development of coaching models
that improve the performance of collaborative teams
needs to become a higher priority.
We are convinced coaching collaborative teams towards improving their PLC practices will have a greater
impact than coaching individual teachers around a discreet set of instructional strategies. The rationale for this
shift in focus is simple: if coaching individual teachers is
good, coaching collaborative teams is better. 
Dr. Tom Many is an author and consultant. His
career in education spans more than 30 years.
Michael Maffoni, has more than 30 years of public school experience. He brings a unique lens to the
development of systems and structures to support
schools, collaborative teams, and individual educators
to enhance effectiveness and student growth.
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